Discover...

Welcome

As we celebrate twenty years of Simpson Travel, it gives
me great pleasure to reflect on the way the company has
evolved over the last two decades. Though the pandemic
may have placed one or two limitations on our ambitions
of late, it has done nothing to curb our enthusiasm
or vision for the future and I am enormously proud to
introduce our new digital brochure. Illustrating the rich
variety of our programme, with some innovative and
exciting new additions for 2022, it’s a delightful voyage
of discovery, showcasing the very best of our portfolio.
We remain a family business, committed to delivering the exceptional service on which our
reputation is built, and our passion for travel has only been strengthened by the restrictions
of the past two years. Perhaps there is something in the line, “you don’t know what you’ve
got ‘til it’s gone”; so many clients are now looking forward to rediscovering the manifold
joys of international travel that the demand for luxury holidays has never been greater.
Whether you’re a regular Simpson traveller, or joining us for the first time, I hope you will
take inspiration from the pages that follow and entrust us with your holiday arrangements
for the coming year.
With my best wishes,

Founder, Simpson Travel
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THE SIMPSON DIFFERENCE
Idyllic destinations, handpicked villas and boutique hotels; our unique collection comes with award-winning
personalised service, delivering a holiday experience that’s far more than just a week or two away.

Katouna Suites, Lefkada, Greece

Expert Knowledge

Exceptional Service

We visit every one of our properties, so you’ll benefit from our
first-hand experience and expert knowledge before you even book.
And once you’re abroad, our local concierge services ensure you
can relax and enjoy your holiday, the moment you arrive.

Our passion for service lies at the heart of everything we do.
From finding lost toys to adding the finishing touches for a special
celebration, we offer a personalised approach that makes your
holiday experience as effortless as it is memorable.

Thoughtful Extras

Outstanding Choice

Our package holidays are ABTA and ATOL protected
and include the thoughtful extras that make all the difference:
a hold bag on the airline, 0% excess on hire car insurance,
a welcome pack containing a few of life’s little essentials
waiting at the villa… the list goes on.

We offer an outstanding choice of villas, apartments and
boutique hotels alongside a unique collection of adult-only
and family holidays. And with regional flights, flexible stays
and twin centre breaks too, we can tailor your trip to your
personal requirements.
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CORSICA

Bring the family

Corsica devotees would keep it secret, ever
protective of the effortlessly chic way of life,
set against a backdrop of stunning scenery,
spectacular white sand beaches and excellent
cuisine. From the rugged beauty of the north,
to the quiet authenticity of the Valinco in the
west and down to the glamorous southern
harbour towns of Porto Vecchio and Bonifacio,
our distinctive portfolio celebrates all that’s
best about this exclusive island.

Children slip effortlessly into Corsica’s relaxed pace, with
family-friendly beachfront restaurants and gently shelving
sands perfect for magical days at the seaside. There’s also
plenty to keep adventure-hungry teens entertained, from
high-octane watersports to high wires and canyoning.

Santa Giulia

The more the merrier
Corsica is heaven-sent for multi-generational groups,
proving you really can please everyone. Walkers, foodies,
culture vultures and beach lovers are all catered for in
exemplary style, with many of our larger villas offering flexible
layouts to ensure everyone has a place to call their own.

Santa Giulia

Lumio

Simpson favourites

Just for two
With beaches to rival any Caribbean island, Corsica is
irresistible for a romantic getaway. Explore its majestic
mountains, evergreen forests and boutique vineyards,
and discover sweeping bays, forgotten trails, thermal
baths and extraordinary citadels.

St Florent
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VILLA L’ALTA

VILLA MARE

VILLA DU MAQUIS

The Valinco, 1 bedroom

Calvi & The Balagne, 4 bedrooms

Porto Vecchio, 5 bedrooms

An enchanting private retreat enjoying
spectacular views towards the unspoilt
beaches of the Gulf of Valinco.

A short stroll from a sandy beach, this
cool contemporary villa is perfectly
placed for exploring the island’s
dramatic north.

Delightfully secluded, ideal for
entertaining and boasting a spectacular
14m pool, Villa du Maquis is grand in
both scale and design.
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Simpson favourites

TURKEY
Turkey boasts some of the Mediterranean’s most
impressive landscapes. Majestic mountains border
crystal-clear waters and visitors breathe life into the
time-worn remnants of the Lycian civilisation. From
the blissful simplicity of the Bozburun Peninsula to
the cosmopolitan bustle of Kalkan and Kaş on the
glittering Turquoise Coast, our long-established
collection of elegant villas and charming hotels is
hard to beat.

WATERFRONT COTTAGE
Bozburun Peninsula, 1 bedroom
Enjoy a prime waterfront position and spectacular
sunset views in the heart of the pretty fishing
village of Söğüt.

Kaputaş beach

THE KORSAN TAŞ BAHÇE
Kalkan, 3 bedrooms
Söğüt

Spacious inside and out, our traditional-style villa
offers outstanding sea views in one of the finest
positions in Kalkan.

Kaş

Kalkan harbour

Just for two

Bring the family

The more the merrier

Turkey’s beauty is matched by its world-class cuisine and
exceptional service. Couples looking for a romantic hideaway
should consider authentic inland villages or dreamy Söğüt on
the Bozburun Peninsula. For a little more buzz, the bohemian
charms of Kalkan and Kaş always hit the spot.

Particularly good for older children and teens, Kalkan’s beach
clubs, shops and rooftop restaurants have broad appeal, while in
Kaş there are plenty of family-friendly activities to suit all tastes,
including kayaking, horseriding, mountain biking and diving.

Vibrant and sophisticated, the picturesque harbour town of Kalkan
has everything you might wish for in a mainstream resort, while still
retaining a magical air of intimacy that belies its lively facade. The
atmospheric mix of east meets west makes it a multi-generational
destination like no other.
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VILLA ELMAS
Kalkan, 5 bedrooms
Spacious interiors, five en-suite bedrooms, dazzling
views and a rooftop bar promise a luxurious stay in
impressive surroundings.
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MALLORCA

Bring the family

Mallorca has enduring appeal thanks to its glorious
sandy bays, smart harbours and charming inland
villages. In July and August, the island comes alive with
a fabulous array of festivities ensuring plenty to see and
do. Whichever property you choose, our award-winning
villas are all perfectly placed to soak up the beauty of
this much-loved Balearic Island.

Mallorca’s wide sandy beaches and child-friendly pace of life
combine to create an enduring favourite, and we’ve made
things even easier with a host of family-friendly extras provided
at your villa. From childcare to a pool-fencing service, let us
take care of it while you enjoy your time together.

Puerto Pollença

The more the merrier
From wine tasting to golf (there are 20 courses on the
island), Mallorca has perfected the art of versatility. Sunset
cruises, cycling tours, coasteering, tennis and classical music
festivals sit shoulder to shoulder with traditional markets and
contemporary art galleries. Multi-generational groups thrive
on the variety of island life, enjoying summer siestas and
flamboyant fiestas from April to October.
Cala San Vicente

Pollença

Simpson favourites

Just for two
Our portfolio includes traditional fincas and contemporary
villas in and around the charming towns of Pollença and
Puerto Pollença. Enjoy a romantic soirée in one of the many
excellent restaurants, stroll arm-in-arm through the narrow
streets of Pollença Old Town or return home to watch the
sun set with a glass of the excellent Binissalem wine.

Cala San Vicente
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VILLA ANGELA

FINCA CAN LLAMAS

VILLA TEREU

2 bedrooms

3 bedrooms

4 bedrooms

Charming finca nestled beneath the
Tramuntana mountains, with delightful
summer kitchen, generous pool and
expansive gardens.

With plenty of outdoor space, this
traditional villa enjoys a beautiful rural
setting close to sandy beaches and the
many attractions of Pollença.

Stylish base to discover Mallorca’s
magnificent north coast beaches, within
walking distance of Pollença’s historic
Old Town.
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Simpson favourites

GREECE
There is nowhere to touch Greece for its potent
blend of ancient history, dramatic mythology and
the genuine charm of its people. This is where it all
began for us, and our current portfolio showcases
an outstanding selection of villas and hotels across
Crete and the Ionian Islands, handpicked to make
the most of the spectacular scenery and azure waters
of this captivating land.

MUSES BEACH VILLAS
Crete, 1 bedroom
Choose one of our four luxury beach villas along
Crete’s unspoilt east coast, for an authentic taste
of island life the way it used to be.

Sivota

VILLA AVRA
Corfu, 3 bedrooms
Anti Paxos

Corfu

Meganissi

Just for two

Bring the family

The more the merrier

A choice of Adult Only Hotels, enchanting villas and stylish
apartments make Greece an ideal choice for a romantic break.
With so much to discover, it’s a perfect destination for a twin
centre holiday too, whether you prefer the extraordinarily diverse
landscapes of east and west Crete or the gentle variety of island
hopping in the Ionian.

Legendary voyages and superhuman quests are the stuff of
childhood dreams and when it comes to heroic gods and ancient
myths, Greece is the word. Children love these inspiring tales, and
whether you holiday alongside the fabulous waters of the Ionian or
by a long stretch of sandy beach in Crete, they’re sure to capture
the imagination.

Whether you arrive in Meganissi by water taxi or hire a boat
to explore the dazzling bays of north east Corfu, you can’t ignore
the sea in a country with nearly 10,000 miles of coastline.
An age-old love of the water makes Greece a firm favourite for
a multi-generational holiday, proving that you can please all of
the people, all of the time.
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With magnificent pool and summer kitchen, Villa
Avra is wonderfully situated within walking distance
of beautiful Kalami and Kouloura bays.

MONGONISSI HOUSE
Paxos, 5 bedrooms
Just a five-minute stroll from a sandy beach,
a local bar and a delightful family restaurant,
this tasteful house is a Paxiot gem.

DISCOVER GREECE | 15
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FRANCE

Bring the family
Conveniently close yet delightfully different, France is an ideal
family holiday destination. Many of our luxury villas, farmhouses
and historic conversions are set in vast estates, giving little ones
plenty of room to run free. The Aquitaine Coast, with its cycling
trails, world-class surf and tranquil lagoons, offers plenty of
entertainment for big kids and little kids alike.

From the idyllic charm of the Dordogne and the
joie de vivre of Provence to the golden beaches
of the Aquitaine Coast and Ile de Ré, our French
portfolio encompasses some of the most iconic
areas of France, with a couple of little secrets to
reflect the sheer scale and variety of this most
versatile destination.

Dordogne

The more the merrier
If you’ve been charged with organising a celebratory gathering
or extended family holiday, save yourself some time and
check out our dedicated collection of villas for larger groups.
From rambling and rustic to sleek and contemporary, grand
châteaux to beach house chic, our French portfolio invites you
to enjoy la vie en rose with the people who matter most.

Provence

Simpson favourites

Just for two
Timeless and romantic, it’s no wonder so many couples
choose a holiday in France. Whether you take your car and
stock up on gorgeous French goodies or hop on a flight to
arrive in time for a gourmet lunch, it’s an easy journey across
the Channel to indulge in a little grown-up time just for two.

Cap Ferret, Aquitaine Coast
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MAISON MERINDOT

VILLA DES CHEVREUILS

LE CLOS COLOMBIER

Ile de Ré, 2 bedrooms

Aquitaine Coast, 4 bedrooms

Dordogne, 8 bedrooms

Charming town house tucked away in
the heart of fashionable St Martin de
Ré, ideal for a car-free break.

Close to the famed beaches of
Hossegor, our stylish family-friendly villa
comes with heated pool, home cinema,
swing and trampoline.

A glorious venue for a house party,
this historic home set in 2.5 acres of
magnificent parkland is simply divine.
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Simpson favourites

ITALY

Home to some of the world’s finest architecture
and exquisite artworks, Italy’s history and culture
are perfectly complemented by the infectious
ebullience of its people and the mouthwatering
quality of the cuisine. From the opulence of
Tuscany’s ‘golden triangle’ between Florence,
Siena and San Gimignano, to the bewitching
landscapes of Puglia in the heel of the south,
our Italian portfolio embraces the very best of
this beloved country.

LA CASA DEI MANDORLI
Tuscany, 1 bedroom
Soak up the view and bathe in the Tuscan sun at this
elegant Chianti villa, perfect for a romantic interlude.

Tuscany

TRULLO RAFFAELLA
Puglia, 3 bedrooms
Alberobello, Puglia

Puglia

Enchanting, characterful house with spacious gardens
in a magical location at the heart of the Valle d’Itria.

Villa Romantica, Tuscany

Just for two

Bring the family

The more the merrier

Nothing speaks of romance quite like the promise of a secret
hideaway in a magical setting, and a holiday in Italy strikes a
balance between relaxation and exploration. From sprawling
country estates to enchanting trulli, we’ll show you a world of
possibilities amongst the quintessential vineyards and hilltop
towns of Tuscany and Umbria or the astonishing coastline and
captivating landscapes of Puglia.

Famous for its love of family gatherings, Italy is also perfect for
exploring, horseriding, cycling and sightseeing, and its coastline
promises sociable beach clubs and crystalline seas for blissful day
trips. The crowd-pleasing cuisine and national obsession with ice
cream bring a smile to little faces and our family villas, with their
extensive, lovingly tended gardens and private pools, only enhance
the pleasures of the great outdoors.

If you’re dreaming big, our larger Italian villas cover every
conceivable variation on the simple theme that more is definitely
merrier when it comes to a multi-generational holiday. From rural
farmhouses with generous grounds to contemporary stone villas
and historic masserie, each property is unique, exuding the quality
and style that reflects the beauty and flair of the surroundings.
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CASA AL COLLE
Tuscany, 5 bedrooms
Gather together in the mountains of northern
Tuscany, for an authentic Italian holiday in
exceptionally beautiful surroundings.
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KORSAN GUNEY
Kalkan, Turkey
5 bedrooms

Villa Xeni, Meganissi
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SIMPSON EXCLUSIVE
When only the best will do
• Truly exceptional villas • Outstanding locations • Stunning views • Exclusive concierge services
Our Exclusive collection is where you’ll find the finest properties across all of our destinations; exquisite villas in
outstanding locations, with immaculate interiors and matchless views. With a concierge to take care of the details
from the outset and a generous welcome hamper to greet you at the villa, it leads the way when only the best will do.

VILLA MIMI
Meganissi, Greece
4 bedrooms
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Three of the best
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SIMPSON HOTELS

Whether you’re after some adult-only sophistication or a touch of family-friendly luxury, all Simpson Hotels promise
the same thoughtfully designed accommodation, a dedicated concierge service, and days that begin with a
mouthwatering breakfast bursting with fresh local ingredients. The idyllic location is up to you…

Distinctive, charming, unique...

“

“After 40 years’ experience in the travel industry, I have
come to appreciate that the difference between a good
hotel and an outstanding one lies in the detail. Even five
stars can rapidly lose their sparkle if the service is lacklustre,
yet hospitality that comes from the heart, thoughtfully and
generously delivered, creates a holiday that meets the
needs of the most discerning traveller.

BELLA MARE HOTEL
Corfu, Greece, 31 rooms and suites

This commitment to exceptional service sets our handpicked Simpson Hotels
apart and, while each has its own unique personality and a spectacular setting
that makes it truly one of a kind, together they are united by our passion for going
the extra mile at every opportunity. We ask what would our guests love; what
would exceed their expectations? It’s a way of thinking that has created a loyal
following: guests who return year after year – and that’s the best compliment
I could wish for.”

Luxury beachfront living on the coolest coastline in the Ionian; the place to be for messing
about on the water and discovering the wonders of Corfu’s iconic towns and villages.

Graham Simpson, Founder
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GK BEACH HOTEL

KALKAN REGENCY

Crete, Greece, 24 suites

Kalkan, Turkey, 41 rooms and suites

With the striking White Mountains behind and the
warm waters of the Mediterranean before, GK Beach
Hotel is ideal for anyone who wants to explore the
delights of western Crete.

Adult-only off-peak and family-friendly in the school
holidays, the outstanding hospitality and spectacular
setting have made the Kalkan Regency legendary on
the Turquoise Coast.

simpsontravel.com/collections/simpson-hotels
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Adult Only Greece
For our greatest selection of adult-only hotels, look to Greece, where you’ll find luxurious
suites above glittering seas and enchanting cottages set in magical gardens, all with the
convenience of a private kitchenette for maximum flexibility. Take your pick…

KATOUNA SUITES

AROSMARI VILLAGE HOTEL

Lefkada, 10 suites

Crete, 10 cottages

Wake up to sensational views and a day of infinite
possibilities. Discover Lefkada’s exquisite beaches,
untouched villages and the vibrant bars and
restaurants of nearby Lefkada Town.

Base yourself in one of Arosmari’s pretty restored
cottages, nestled in jasmine and lavender scented gardens,
and enjoy fabulous food, weekly musical entertainment
and a delightful spa. A timeless Cretan classic.

WHITE ORCHID HOTEL

PURPLE APRICOT HOTEL

Sivota, 8 suites

Paxos, 7 suites

A little piece of paradise on the mainland, where
understated style and mesmerising views create a
blissful hideaway, just moments from the sea and
the waterfront tavernas of Sivota.

Unearth the exquisite beauty of Paxos from
the comfort of this bohemian gem, where exotic style
and colourful flamboyance blend to create a stunning
retreat in an outstanding location.

Katouna Suites, Lefkada, Greece

Adult Only

SIMPSON HOTELS
For a unique holiday experience and a focus on the finer things in life, our Adult Only Hotels enjoy
a fantastically loyal following. Chosen for their character, style and exceptional locations, these distinctive
boutique hotels are made for lazy days of pure escapism, where time by the pool is a tranquil affair and
the hotel concierge is on hand to offer a personalised service that’s as individual as you are.
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simpsontravel.com/adult-only-simpson-hotels
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Family Holidays
The success of a family holiday can be measured by
the approval of the hardest to please. Whether you’re
trying to entertain a demanding toddler, a tricky teen
or an ever-so-slightly grumpy grandad, it’s a difficult
nut to crack. As parents and grandparents ourselves,
we understand the importance of catering to
everyone’s needs, offering a variety of options to tick
that most elusive of boxes – the perfect family holiday.
FLEXIBLE CHILDCARE
Our bespoke crèches and holiday clubs are run
by qualified nannies and experienced club leaders.
With small groups and a flexible timetable, we have
session times that fit perfectly around you. And for expert
childcare directly to your villa door in Mallorca and
Corfu, we work with two excellent private nanny services.

Discover...

SIMPSON KIDS
A childhood remembered
The Simpson Kids collection is a one-stop shop for families with children aged 11 and under.
From award-winning villas with expert childcare on hand, to beachfront hotels with a complimentary
programme of supervised activities, our goal is effortlessly relaxing holidays for all the family.

FAMILY FAVOURITE VILLAS
The pick of the crop for those travelling with
children aged 5 to 11 and looking for the luxury
of a private villa. With spacious grounds, garden
games and a selection of toys, you can be sure of
sunny smiles all the way.
FENCED POOLS
When the youngsters are looking forward to some
splish-splash fun but you’re worried about safety,
choose a gated pool or take advantage of our pool
fencing service for greater peace of mind.
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Hotels with Childcare
SIMPSON BEACH LIFE
Whether you’re on a quest for hidden treasures, assembling
a labyrinth of sandcastles or setting sail across the waves, little
ones love to be beside the seaside… beside the sea! In the school
holidays, our GK Beach Hotel, Crete and Bella Mare Hotel,
Corfu make beach life a breeze with a complimentary programme
of supervised activities designed for children aged 5 to 11.

Beach Life at Bella Mare Hotel, Corfu

Mousses Crèche and Kids’ Clubs
A week or two away with young children can sometimes seem daunting without the promise
of a little down time. How many nursery rhymes will you have to sing before you can stretch out
for a bit of shut eye? How many hours will you have to spend in the pool judging handstand
competitions before you can put your feet up with a drink? Treat the whole family to a well
deserved break at Mousses Villas in Lefkada, and the answer is ‘not too many’.

SIMPSON CRÈCHE AND KIDS’ CLUBS
Our celebrated Crèche and Kids’ Clubs offer the best of both worlds for those seeking the
independence of a private villa, with expert childcare on the doorstep. A dedicated clubhouse
and a team of qualified nannies give parents a chance to put their feet up by day and enjoy
an evening or two to themselves mid-week.

Beach Life at GK Beach Hotel, Crete

BEACH LIFE IN A NUTSHELL…
• Weekly programme of complimentary activities for children
• Activities supervised by UK-trained staff
• No pre-booking required
• Sample activities include: T-shirt design, mocktail making, scavenger hunts,
table football, arts and crafts, beach chill-outs, pool games, table tennis,
cookery and a movie night.
6 MONTHS TO 3 YEARS
28 | DISCOVER SIMPSON KIDS

4 TO 6 YEARS

7 TO 11 YEARS
simpsontravel.com/collections/family-holidays
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SIMPLY SIMPSON

SIMPSON SECRETS

There’s beauty in simplicity

Do you promise not to tell?

Apothikes Beach Suites, Crete

Simpson Secret Akyaka, Turkey

• Serene and magical locations • Comfortable no-frills accommodation • A taste of local living

• Perfectly private • Ideal for couples and small families • The road less travelled

When you’re looking for a more authentic taste of local living,
we suggest a Simply Simpson villa. Combining idyllic locations
with unpretentious charm, these one-off properties offer a real
flavour of your chosen destination. Some have a pool, others
are beachfront or harbourside, perfectly placed for a cooling
dip at any time of day.

Perfectly private, wonderfully romantic and truly off the beaten
track, Simpson Secrets are chosen for their bewitching setting
as much as their style and character. Suited to small families or
couples looking for an intimate break, these serene hideaways
promise magical, get-away-from-it-all escapes.

SARANDA BEACH HOUSE

NITSA’S HOUSE

SIMPSON SECRET EPIROS COAST

SIMPSON SECRET AKYAKA

Turkey, 1 bedroom

Greece, 1 bedroom

Greece, 1 bedroom

Turkey, 1 bedroom

A charming beach house sitting right on the seafront in Söğüt, one
of the loveliest villages on the unspoilt Bozburun Peninsula.

Enjoying breathtaking views across the Ionian to Meganissi and
northern Greece, this magical villa in Ithaca is utterly captivating.

A short hop from Sivota with west-facing views across the Ionian
and a path from the terrace leading down to the beach.

Unique and tranquil villa set in beautiful countryside, close to
beaches and the characterful town of Akyaka.
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AZUR RETREAT
Meganissi, Greece

For a touch of glamour in an astonishingly beautiful
setting, this chic hotel overlooking Vathy Bay is just the
place – only five minutes’ walk from the beach and
harbour front restaurants.

Avli, Crete

BADEMLI BAHÇE HOTEL
Bozburun Peninsula, Turkey

With views towards the Greek island of Symi, this charming
boutique hotel enjoys an enviable spot just a short stroll
from Söğüt in an area of outstanding natural beauty.

MASSERIA LE TORRI
Puglia, Italy
Hôtel le Pinarello, Corsica

Porto Loutro, Crete

Set in the olive groves close to Polignano a Mare, this
elegant hotel enchants all who visit, with outstanding
service, cookery classes, yoga, massage and a
complimentary dinner for stays of three nights or more.

Discover...

PARTNER HOTELS
Just like Simpson Hotels, our Partner Hotels have been handpicked for their superb service, intimate
atmosphere and inspiring locations. Whilst not exclusive to us, we have ensured that each one matches
our exacting standards, with all the essentials that form the basis of a memorable Simpson Travel holiday,
including wonderful, welcoming staff, the comfiest beds and that certain je ne sais quoi that lifts the
experience above the everyday. Your choice of arrival day allows the greatest flexibility to work round
preferred flights, extend your villa holiday, or create your ideal twin centre break, and when you book
with us, you have the reassurance of our local concierge services, ABTA bonding and Covid Pledge.
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THALORI
Crete, Greece

Thalori sits high above Crete’s southern shoreline at the
heart of the ancient village of Kapetaniana. The excellent
restaurant and host of local activities ensure a truly
memorable stay.

simpsontravel.com/partner-hotels
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East Crete

STAY LONGER...

East and West Crete
West Crete

Twin centre holidays and flexible stays
A twin centre holiday offers the best of both worlds, combining
some of our most idyllic destinations for two weeks of pure joy.
But when one week isn’t enough and two is a little too long, a
flexible stay may be just the answer. Extend your seven-night villa
holiday with a few nights in a boutique hotel and not only will you
see more of the country you love, you’ll also find it pays to travel
mid-week when there’s less competition for flights.

Paxos

Corfu and Paxos
Corfu

Meganissi and Lefkada

Kalkan and Kaş

Meganissi

Kaş

Lefkada
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Kalkan
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LARGE VILLAS

VILLAS TOGETHER

For stylish celebrations

Ideal for mixed groups

I Vaddi, Corsica

Travelling with a group of your favourite people is a fantastic way to holiday, and our Large Villas offer everything
you need for a sophisticated house party or family get-together. From guest annexes and suites to high tech
home cinemas, snug kids’ dens to gargantuan gardens, there’s plenty of room for everyone. An outdoor kitchen
transforms meal preparation into a family activity, or choose our in-villa chef service to sit back and just enjoy the
view. Travelling with teens? Try a villa within walking distance of local facilities and give older kids
freedom to roam and everyone a chance to do their own thing.

VILLA KRAL

BEAUMONNES

VILLA AURORA

PLUMBAGO

Kalkan, 6 bedrooms

Provence, 6 bedrooms

Puglia, 4 bedrooms

Corfu, 5 bedrooms

Make the most of the
Turquoise Coast at this
spectacular villa with
private bathing platform.

Experience Provençal living
at its best, in the heart of
the Luberon valley near
exclusive Gordes.

Peaceful contemporary
retreat near Cisternino
with delightful views
across the Valle d’Itria.

Elegant sophistication in
north east Corfu, within the
beautiful grounds of the
Rou Estate.

simpsontravel.com/large-group-villas
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The Rou Estate, Corfu

No matter how close-knit your group, experience tells us that everyone’s holiday expectations are slightly different,
and there are times when you might want to share the view but not the loo! Choosing a small group of villas that
your party can take over means you can share all the holiday highlights without living in each other’s pockets,
spending days by the pool and evenings around the dining table without ever compromising on privacy. Search
Villas Together on our website for more than 30 villa clusters sleeping six to 20+.

VILLA SIMI
Villa Melia & Villa Selina

VILLA MARS
& Villa Venus

CA’N JOAN
& Villa Manresa

LEMONIA
Elia & Rhodia Beach Villas

Lefkada

Kalkan

Mallorca

Ithaca

Three stylish villas sharing
a prime east coast location
and a private bathing platform.
Sleep up to 18.

Two exceptional villas within
walking distance of Kalkan’s
cosmopolitan Old Town.
Sleep up to 16.

Two contemporary villas
a short walk from the beaches
and restaurants of Mal Pas.
Sleep up to 14.

Three independent villas with
wonderful views, a two-minute
stroll from the beach.
Sleep up to 10.

simpsontravel.com/holiday-types/large-group-holidays/multiple-villas
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SPOTLIGHT ON ZAKYNTHOS

New to view

The North-South Divide
Barely 90 minutes’ drive from end to end,
Zakynthos is an island of rich contrasts.
The south has its resorts and turtle nesting
grounds, while the north ramps up the
beauty and drama with towering cliffs, tiny
coves and forest-clad peaks, plus golden
sandy beaches for hours of family fun.
Discover why this particular north is anything
but grim with our latest selection of romantic
suites, beach houses and luxury villas.

PSAROU BEACH HOUSE

VILLA ELYSIAN

THE EMERALD SUITES

Sleeps 8

Sleeps 6

Sleeps 2-3

Capture the essence of lazy summer days at
this charming, family-sized home, with direct
access to the soft sand of Psarou Beach.

Ultra-sharp designer style nestled into a
family olive grove just a short walk from
the beach and local restaurants.

Luxury suites for two with a private pool
and tailor-made concierge service to make
(almost) all your wishes come true.

THE YIAMELI COLLECTION
Sleeps 4-9
High above the coast sit three honey-coloured villas, tucked into jasmine and lavender-scented gardens,
each with a private pool and views to make even the most travel-weary heart sing. Meli (2 beds), Yasmi (2
beds) and Levandi (5 beds) are available individually or together for larger groups.

Cardinal House
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simpsontravel.com/greece/zakynthos
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New to view

SPOTLIGHT ON CRETE
Back to the Future
In 1978 Graham Simpson began his career in travel with a small programme of holidays to Crete, which went
on to set the tone for Simply Travel; one-of-a-kind properties in idyllic locations, delivered with the personal
service that set them apart. As we celebrate twenty years of Simpson Travel, we remain as passionate about
sharing the island’s glorious diversity as we did when it all began, with a selection of villas that respect this
proud heritage and our walking holidays led by expert guide Jonathan Peat.

Walking holidays
with Jonathan Peat
WHITE RIVER COTTAGES
Sleeps 2-4
Nestled at the foot of the Pefki gorge, just a 15-minute stroll from
the Libyan Sea in south east Crete, these idyllic cottages offer an
authentic escape in magical surroundings.

The stark beauty of snow-capped mountains contrasts with the
lush allure of flower-filled plains, unfathomably deep gorges carve
extraordinary paths to hidden beaches and the humble artlessness
of tiny inland villages is the perfect antidote to the graceful Venetian
architecture of Chania and Rethymno; our walking holidays are the
ideal way to discover Crete’s extraordinary landscape.

TO FIND OUT MORE, VISIT:
simpsontravel.com/walking-holidays-in-crete

MOCHLOS WATERSIDE
Loutro

Loutro

Elafonissi Beach

Sleeps 2
Mochlos is a natural beauty in eastern Crete with a blissfully
unhurried pace. Our waterfront studio enjoys a wonderfully
romantic setting, just moments from the heart of the village.

THE KISSAMOS ESTATE
Sleeps 2-6
Eight luxurious private villas close to iconic Balos Bay in western
Crete, with innovative contemporary design that respects the
beauty of the natural environment and somehow adds to it too.

Rethymno
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simpsontravel.com/greece/crete
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OUR LATEST ARRIVALS
Tastes change and so do areas, which is why we regularly refresh our portfolio to ensure
it stays in sync with what our guests are looking for. Searching out the best new villas
and hotels is a company-wide commitment, with our Founder Graham Simpson and son
Mathew working hard with our teams on the ground to make sure that when something
new and wonderful comes up, Simpson Travel is the first to know.

PETRINO HOUSE

SPILIA VIEW

VILLA SADE

Ithaca, Greece, Sleeps 4

Meganissi, Greece, Sleeps 4

Islamlar, Turkey, Sleeps 6

Traditional stone house set in beautiful
gardens, close to beaches and the pretty
fishing village of Frikes.

Contemporary new villa with spectacular
views, within walking distance of Spilia beach
and taverna.

State-of-the-art design, with gym, sauna
and 22m pool; all within a 10-minute drive
of Kalkan.

MURO BEACH HOUSE

VILLA A SALVATICA

CHATEAU DE LA FORGE

Pollença, Mallorca, Sleeps 6

Porto Vecchio, Corsica, Sleeps 6

The Dordogne, France, Sleeps 12

Book in for a week or two of barefoot luxury
at this stunning contemporary villa with direct
access to Playa de Muro.

Sea views, beautiful countryside and
a fabulous summer kitchen make this an
idyllic holiday retreat near Porto Vecchio.

A classic Périgord country house set in a private,
32-acre estate in the western Dordogne,
immaculately restored and enviably chic.

VILLA ZAFFRE

COLTO DEI PALLANTI

MOCHLOS HARBOUR VIEW

Kalkan, Turkey, Sleeps 8

Tuscany, Italy, Sleeps 6

Crete, Greece, Sleeps 6

With a 5-star rating for comfort and style,
this glamorous 4-bedroom villa has its own
rooftop bar and breathtaking views.

Live the good life to the full at this superbly
restored farmhouse, close to Radda in Chianti
at the heart of Tuscany’s Golden Triangle.

This delightful surprise awaits along the road
less travelled, offering contemporary comfort
in gloriously unspoilt surroundings.

simpsontravel.com/holiday-types/new-villas-for-2022
Azur Retreat, Meganissi
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Experience more
Designed to enhance your holiday and help you make the most of your chosen destination, our
pre-bookable activities and experiences ensure a magical, memorable escape. Whether you’re
after a private chef or a tour of the local vineyard, cookery lessons or a day out at sea, we’ll take
care of all the details, leaving you free to experience more of the country you love.

Watercolour painting

Guided tours

Wine tasting

Private chefs

THE THOUGHTFUL EXTRAS
When you book a package holiday with Simpson Travel, you enjoy so much more than just a week
or two away. A host of complimentary extras and our trademark personal service ensure a seamless
experience from start to finish. And with 40 years of luxury travel experience to count on, you can book
with absolute confidence, knowing your holiday is in the safest of hands.

Included in your Simpson Travel package:
A hold bag and a cabin bag for every airline passenger
0% excess on your hire car insurance
Boat transfers as necessary
A welcome pack waiting at the villa
Dedicated UK and overseas concierge services
Use of Simpson Travel pool and beach towels
Login details for The Simpson Travel App

Boat hire
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Bicycle hire

ABTA bonding, ATOL protection and the reassurance of our Covid Pledge
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“

THE HARDING FAMILY, CORFU

“Another fantastic family holiday with Simpson. Jackie, our rep, was
so helpful – from booking boat rental (a must) to reserving fabulous
tables at the local tavernas for dinner. Her service both before,
during and after our holiday was extremely helpful and informative.
The ease of travelling with Simpson makes looking for holidays
elsewhere rather unappealing!“
MRS WRIGHT, PAXOS
“Fabulous holiday with Simpson in Paxos! Outstanding customer
service at every single stage on our first holiday with them.
Faultless! I recommend without hesitation and we will be travelling
with them again!”
MR SNOWDEN, TURKEY

TESTIMONIALS
What do our guests say?

“Simpson has so far never disappointed us with their service and
attention to detail. We will be using them again. Thanks for two years
of carefree, wonderful holidays.”
MRS SCHOLEY, CORSICA
“Properly vetted properties, lots of help on arrival and all the hassles
of booking removed – what’s not to love?”

“[Simpson Travel] specialise in the sort of magical, unspoilt
destinations my family loves.”
Timothy Watson
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Simpson Travel customers say EXCELLENT

4.9 out of 5 based on 575 reviews.
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“‘The road less travelled’ means going the extra mile where
others might take shortcuts – and in doing so, we offer
a superior experience to all those who travel with us.”
~ Graham Simpson, Founder

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
For more holiday inspiration follow us on Instagram or Facebook

Bella Mare Hotel, Corfu, Greece

020 3642 2579 | simpsontravel.com |

/simpsontravel

